Various existing Visual Cryptographic Schemes which makes use of traditional concepts of visual cryptography ensures that every share holds the same capability when are superimposed to recover the secret image. It means that at the sender's side there is no possibility of assigning capabilities or privileges to the shares according to their importance. The solution to the above problem is assigning a suitable capability to each share to recover the secret image. In this privilege based study, we proposed a novel scheme for secret sharing i.e "The privilege based Visual Secret Sharing scheme", where each share will hold the different recovering capability or privilege. It is considered that the shares which are assigned higher privileges will have more capability for recovering the secret image. This scheme holds the following pros:
Introduction
In the current perspective, technology and innovation are progressing in many ways and more and more data is turning into digitized form. Moreover, the growth of wide information technologies and different kinds of peripherals of computer upraises us to inevitable form where the digitized data has to be published, transmitted and shared over the network. Meanwhile it is becoming a very critical problem to prevent the misuse of our data or attack on it while it is being transmitted. So now there is even more emphasis required on data security than there has ever been earlier. Cryptography is one of the solution to protect this data in safe and secure mode. Cryptography is derived from Greek word "Krypto" which means hidden and "Grapho", which means written. It is the study and application of techniques to hide information and data, or simply to protect a message or text from being read by someone. Here the data is transformed by performing the process of encryption, and further, the hidden or transformed data can be produced back by the process of decryption along with the use of "key". By performing such computations within the constrained timings and calculations, it becomes very typical for the attackers to perform the decryption on our confidential data by any statistical or exhaustive methods. Hence, the aim of security is acquired. There are many schemes developed over years for the encryption of secret images. The most common scheme that is used for achieving the goal is k-by-n (k, n) secret sharing scheme. It makes use threshold value k and converts the secret image into n shares and, for recovering the secret the threshold number of shares (k) are required [1] . Hence it states that at least k shares are must for decryption, less than k shares (1...k-1) cannot be helpful while recovering the secret image i.e the fewer or (k-1) shares contains no information about the secret image [2, 8] . Many approaches under this scheme were developed by different researchers. Some of them concluded with the advantages as described:
(1) Reduction in the size of the share to the 1/k times of the original secret image [12] .
(2) Visual quality of the recovered secret image does not contain any distortion. But it has disadvantage that these schemes requires computational devices for performing the decryption. Hence computation overhead implies. The renowned scheme in the field of Visual Cryptography was initially proposed and undertaken by Naor and Shamir [10, 11] . In this scheme, the secret image is disintegrated into n number of shares which are meaningless(random noise-like) and then these shares are distributed to the participants. The process of decryption can be done by superimposing the sufficient number of shares(threshold) lets say k. This decryption process is carried with great ease because it requires only human visual system and no any complex computations or algorithmic fundamentals, even no special knowledge or experience with complex cryptographic technique is required for performing both the encryption and decryption processes. Indeed, the secret image will not be recovered if the number of shares to be superimposed is less than the threshold value k, hence this scheme is called as "k-by-n" threshold mechanism [9] . The conventional secret sharing schemes makes use of the threshold scheme which either produces the entire secret image or nothing, so use of this conventional scheme sometimes leads to the inconveniences to handle the shares which are produced for larger values of k and n. To overcome this problem, the new scheme namely Progressive Visual Cryptography was introduced. This scheme has scalable decryption properties [3] . The "scalability" factor defined here is the amount of the information percieved on the recovered secret image, this scalability factor is dependent proportionally on the number of shares used for the process of decryption and the visual quality of recovered secret image depends on the number of shares which are available for decryption process. The most common consideration undertaken by all the conventional Visual Cryptographic Schemes was that each generated share has same capability with which it can recover the hidden information or the secret image [11] . When relating our scheme with real life, so many daily life examples comes into picture which are allocated greater importance than others just because of their status like head of an organization or manager of factory etc. Such kind of persons are paid more special treatments due to various reasons. In cryptographic field, secret sharing models do not http://www.ispacs.com/journals/ojids/2018/ojids-00045/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services allocate any special privileges or importance to the generated shares for the satisfaction of diverse needs. In order to eliminate the above described constraints we proposed a novel technique for sharing the secret images which is named as "Privilege based Visual Cryptographic Secret Sharing Scheme", shortened as PVSSS. In this proposed scheme, the original secret image is disintegrated into n different participants commonly called as shares, where each of these shares are provided with different privileges allocated to them. Each share is allocated a privilege level PL i (PL)where(1≤i≤n). Further shares are generated and dispatched to participants according to their importance. The significance of the participant is the most important factor as the visual quality of the recovered image and the rate of recovery both are dependent on it. Thus the shares which are allocated higher privilege has more contribution for recovering the secret hidden image or information. On the other hand, the share which is allocated a lower privilege will have less contribution for the recovery of hidden data [4, 15] . The rest of this paper is formulated as, in the consecutive next section, we provide a short introduction of related works and reviews. Further section contains the design of the proposed PVSSS and the experimental results are discussed after designing process. Finally, conclusions are provided in the last Section.
Proposed Scheme

The Definition
The scheme introduced in this paper is implemented by distributing the generated shares to n participants. Here, each shares is allocated a privilege level which defines its capability to recover the secret image back. For performing this scheme, the basis matrices are designed in a special way [4] . Then shares are generated and allocated the privilege level by using these basis matrices and the dispatching algorithm. Further the meaningful shares are generated using watermarking technology [13] and authentication of shares has been checked by matching the embedded common information. At the final step, the probabilities of black in different black and white regions of secret image has been calculated which finally calculates the desired contrast value.
Designing process of the share matrices
Step 1 :The design of CL 0 : C 0 matrix can be constructed by dividing it into the left (CL 0 ) matrix and the right matrix (CR 0 ) parts. In CL 0 , there will be n -i white colored pixels (0) in the i th row and afterwards these all 0s are to be allocated to different columns. Hence CL 0 have requirement of minimum m1 =  i=1 n (n−i) columns for storing the 0s, and the size of CL 0 can be calculated n×m1. On another hand, the remaining elements in the matrix CL 0 have to be filled as blacks (1) . Consider as A i representing the number of 1s which have to be appeared in the i th row of matrix CL 0 (i.e., CL 0 i ). Then we have A i = m 1 -(n -i) = (n2 -3n + 2i)/2. A i will be incremented as value of i gets incremented. As a result, the chance of blacks (1) on shares PS i will be dependent on the allocated privilege level i of the participant. Here the formulated A i and m 1 are called as design parameters and are defined by the following equations: m 1 =n(n−1)/2 A i =n 2 −3n+2i http://www.ispacs.com/journals/ojids/2018/ojids-00045/
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Step 2 :The design of CL 1 : For ensuring the security for each generated share, the exact number of 1 s in the i th row of matrix C 1 (i.e., C 1i ) must be equal to as that in matrix C 1 i, which is equal to (n 2 -3n + 2i)/2. Further, in order to achieve the increase in the chance of black on the superimposed shares, we will allocate all the 1s to different columns. The remaining elements of matrix C 1 are to be set to 0. As a result,
(n 2 −3n+2i)/2. The design parameter of m is formulated as
Step 3 :The design of matrix CR 0 : we know that for sure the size of matrices C 0 and C 1 must be the same in order to achieve the same probability of black pixels on generated share with no concern of what the secret content was hidden.The output result gives out that the size of the right part of matrixC 0 (CR 0 ) is n×m 2 , where m 2 = n(n-1)(n-2)/2. The all other elements in matrix CR 0 are to be allocated as 0. The design parameter of m 2 is formulated as
For achieving the great level of security, the i th rows in the matrices C 0 and C 1 there are same A i elements i.e "1". It states that for any share which is allocated the privilege level i, whether the secret region (on original image) is white or black, the probability to get black (1) as output on generated share PS i is the same i.e βi = A i /m. As the share PS i has the equal mean light transmission (1 -βi) for both, the secret white and black areas on original image , it provides no information or idea related to the content of the original secret image. Afterwards, as the content of a share is defined by a random number t, the distribution of black and white pixels will be random and disordered. Hence, the outlines of original secret image will not be out for display in the generated share. So, the generated shares can be considered as safe shares. consider an example: Here we will design the share matrices for the value of n=4. Now calculating some other parameters as 1. Number of zeroes to be allocated to different columns of CL 0 i = (4-i). The complete C 1
Based on our design, share PS i has a probability of black and white as (2 + i)/18 and (16 -i)/18, respectively. For each share, this probability is the same no matter whether the content is dispatched from the secret white (using C0) or black (using C1) regions. Therefore, the participants cannot acquire any secret information from any single share.
The Dispatching Algorithm For Privilege Allocation
The input and output requirements are as follows: Step 4. else if pixel is white(1)
Input
Step 5. for i=1 to n
When we will be producing pixels on shares, we will choose a random number lets say 't' here. This random number t will have range from 1 to m. If the pixel value in our secret image is white (0), we will select the values of the t th column vector of C 0 (matrix for white) and then distribute them to every share we have.
It means that the I value of the column vector (i.e., C 0 1,t ) will be distributed to share PS 1 , the II value (i.e., C 0 2,t ) will be distributed to share PS 2 , and goes on...Similarly, C 1 is used for applying technique for dispatching the black secret pixel to our shares. On the basis of the designing of our matrices, after the process of stacking the shares, the chances of blackness on our shares will get enhanced in the case we dispatch the corresponding pixel from matrix C 1 . On the other hand the chances of blackness on our stacked shares will remain unchanged if the corresponding pixel on our each share will be dispatched from matric C 0 . For increasing the contrast factor in between the black and white regions of the shares, there is need to increase the number of stacked shares and finally in a progressive manner we will be revealing contents of the secret image. Our proposed scheme contributes itself to privileged-based recovery because the probability of black on each and every share is not similar and for each share its capability to render black spot and after that restoring the secret image on the stacked shares is different.
Consider a set of all shares as P={PS i where 1≤i≤n} and a subset of P as T. Let's have S as the summation of privilege levels in subset T. From our designed C 0 , we know that first m 1 (here calculated as 6) column vectors of matrix C 0 consist of only one zero and the all other remaining column vectors of matrix C 0 consist of all zeroes. Hence, if the recovered pixel is of white color after the superimposition of all shares in T. Then the probability of black to appear though the secret pixel in image is white in color is =m 1 /m or it can be stated as:
When considering the design of matrix C 1 , there all the ones are allocated to different columns, the chances of black appearance at the superimposed image will be enhanced accordingly. From our calculation we found that number of ones that appear in i th row is n 2 -3n+2i/2. So, the chances of black appearances will be summation of n 2 -3n+2i/2 or it can be represented as [(n 2 -3n)|T|+2S]/2 after the superimposition of |T| shares. Hence the probability of black to appear though the secret pixel in image is black in color is as: when we achieve superimposition of all the acquired n shares, after that the chances that white region of our secret image to be appeared as black is 1/(n-1). And the black region has 100%sure chances to be appeared as black. Hence contrast of black-white on all stacked shares in set P can be formulated as: α = (n−2)/(n−1) if and only if set T=set P.
Generation of Meaningful Shares Using DWT watermarking Technique
In this section, we will make use of one of the wavelet transform named as Discrete Wavelet Transform [5] to produce our meaningful shares. These shares contains special privileges. In other words, each and every share do not have the same capability for restoring the hidden information. This Process can be depicted as: Figure 1 : Process of meaningful share A single and an important individual share alone is awarded or allocated a greater privilege or priority for the revealing the secret image as compared to others. Here we consider the following image as an input image and will apply DWT on this image as well as on watermark image so as to embed the watermark in it and generate the meaningful shares. This scheme holds PVSSS with meaningful shares if it holds the below formulated conditions:
1.Contrast Condition: Each group of participants in set T can recover the secret image without any intervention of cover images C 0 and C 1
This condition ensures us that our visual perception has ability to distinguish between the black pixels and white pixels on the reconstructed image without any consideration of cover images.
2.Security Condition: Any group of participants less than the threshold number has no knowledge of secret image and cover image
According to this condition, it is not possible to recognize the black and white pixels of secret image as well as of cover image on the superimposed reconstructed image because less than the threshold number of shares does not have capability of recovering, hence no information about secret image is revealed, which is foremost requirement of security.
3.Cover-Revealing Condition: Every participant in set T has the ability to recognize the cover image on their own share
This condition allows the participants in set T to identify the black and white pixels of cover image on their shares even if they don't have any knowledge of about secret image or set P but the individual participant of set P can't obtain any information about P. http://www.ispacs.com/journals/ojids/2018/ojids-00045/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services
4.Authorization Condition:
The produced shares must be authorized The Shares produced by using the proposed scheme contains some confidential information which has to be used for further authentication process. The common information is embedded inside the shares in the form of "Text message ". The information(in the form of text) is to be embedded into each and every share. After the shares reaches the destination, at the receiver side these shares in which the information for authentication purpose has been embedded goes through the process of decryption. Under the process of decryption, the information for authentication is revealed out. This revealed information or common word from each and every share is then matched with all the information revealed by other shares . If the common word is found to be same as the key (common word sent) from all the shares then all the shares are considered as authenticated else the shares are not authenticated and so are considered as suspicious. These can be modified by someone or might has been attacked by man-in-the-middle attack. The shares has been generated and enclosed the common word "research" here. This code will be recovered by applying Decryption process on the receiver side and if one of the letter of the revealed information does not matches with original key, then these shares are considered as unauthenticated shares. Hence attacker will not be able to find anyone information regarding the secret image or any pixel information. Finally, the great level of security can be achieved using authentication procedure.
Contrast Calculation
For our calculations let n=4 and consider PS 1 , PS 2 and PS 3 shares to be overlapped. So, we have number of shares which are to be overlapped |T|=3, sum of privilege level S=1+2+3=6, m=18. m 1 =n(n- but if we consider the shares with higher privilege levels as PS 2 , PS 3 and PS 3 , then for sure the probability of black in the white regions of the secret image will remain constant to 6/18 i.e. 1/3 but for the black region the probability for sure will get increased as Prob B ( Secret B )=(16-12)×3+18/36=30/36=0.83 and the contrast in the stacked image increases to (10/12)-(1/3)=0.83-0.33=0.50 finally it leads us to the results that when we overlap higher privilege allocated shares (more S) or more number of shares (more |T|), then the chance of black in the black region of the secret image increases. But the chance of black in the white region of the secret image remains constant to 1/3. Hence the contrast of the final image will become more and more. Lastly if we overlap all the shares then the black region will be completely black, so the contrast will be increased to 0.667.
Experimental Results and Discussion
For experiment purpose we used a random Secret image which serves as the input image. It is firstly preprocessed by the halftoning process so that it becomes monochrome (single-color), instead of gray-scale http://www.ispacs.com/journals/ojids/2018/ojids-00045/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services or color image, as shown in Fig 2 and 3 respectively [6] . The secret image is also transformed into its corresponding halftoned image [7, 14] by using the Floyd's algorithm. After the preprocessing process, the shares are generated by using the dispatching algorithm. The shares produced are meaningless as shown in Fig 4-7 . These shares are represented in the increasing order of their allocated privileges as share I is allocated the least privilege, slight more privilege is allocated to share II and so on ...In this manner share IV has highest privilege allocated to recover the secret image.
To generate the shares which are meaningful, the watermarking technology has been used and the obtained results are shown below in Fig 8-11 . These are also represented in the ascending order of their allocated privileges. When the shares PS 1 , PS 2 and PS 3 are superimposed, they presents much pretty secret image (Fig 9) then PS 1 and PS 2 as when more number of shares are superimposed they posses high capability for recovery of secret image. In the similar fashion superimposition of shares PS 2 , PS 3 and PS 4 produces better quality of Secret Image because all three posses more capabilities as compared to PS 1 , shown in Fig  10. Lastly, superimposition result of all the shares will produce a high quality secret image because of both the more capability for recovery of secret image and more number of shares as depicted by Fig 11. The contrast values for different superimposition of shares is tabulated in Table 1 . The following observations has been made by the implementation of this scheme: 1. Once we decided the number of shares or participants the, m and m 1 parameters remains constant. So the black-white contrast is directly proportionally to the number of shares (|T|) and the sum of privilege levels (S). So this is the reason because of which the contrast becomes more when more |T|or large S is considered.
2. If the similar number of shares are considered for overlapping or decoding process (|T x |=|T y |), then the group of shares which involves higher sum will gain much sounder contrast then the group of shares which involves lower sum of privilege levels.
3. If the similar number of shares are considered for overlapping or decoding process (|S x |=|S y |), then the group of shares which involves more number of shares or participants will gain much better contrast then the group of shares which involves less number of shares or participants. shares PS 1 , PS 2 , PS 3 and PS 4 .
Conclusion and Future Scope
We have proposed a new technique for secret sharing which involves the concepts of privilege allocation to all generated shares. These privileges represents their capability to recover the secret image. The confidential or secret image is recovered gradually depending upon the number and privilege of shares. In this scheme all the shares holds different privileges, hence consist of different capabilities to recover the secret image. The proposed scheme have many advantages like the size of input image and stacked image remains same means no pixel expansion is there, best suitable for confidential data (binary or halftoned images), also the visual quality of obtained secret image is very much better than traditional Visual Cryptographic Schemes. The future scope of this implemented work will focus on the further enhancement in hiding capacity and visual quality. The following future direction can be:
1. It can be extended with using the multiple input images . 2. It can be further used for some special kind of images like DICOM images. 3. It can be combined with transform domains to obtain better visual quality.
